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Lecture 23-24.5 Highlights
Error Correction Codes

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Israeli ID control digit
repetition code
parity bit code
Hamming (7,4,3) code

Hamming distance of codes
Spheres around codewords

Lecture 24.5-25 Plan
• Introduction to Digital Image representation.
•
•
•

•

Grayscale and color image
Bit depth, resolution
Class Matrix

Generating synthetic images

Next time
• Basics of Digital Image Processing
• Noise, and local noise reductions
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Brief "Historical" Technological Context
transistors
29 K

1.4 G

speed

4.77 MHz

3.7 GHz

processors

memory

RAM
640 KB
4 GB

communication

e-mail, simple text (128 ascii chars)
tons of data, inc. images (next slide)
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Hard Disk
5 MB
500 GB
- early 1980's
- today

A Brief Historical Context, 30 Years Later
• With the proliferation of

•

it became possible to efficiently

(1) larger and faster memory,

(1) store,

(2) strong, inexpensive processors,

(2) process, and

(3) faster internet,

(3) transmit large digital images.

Facebook stores about 350 million photos DAILY (reported Sep 2013).
1.1 billion photos where uploaded on 2013 New Years Eve.

•

The total number of photos shared on Instagram is 16 billion. On average, 55 million
photos are posted daily (reported Dec 2013). (Instagram was launched on Oct 2010 !!).

•

On Flickr the average upload of images per MONTH in 2012 was about 43 million.

•

This dramatic technological progress is reflected by the following saying, often attributed
(apparently incorrectly) to Bill Gates, in 1981: "640KB ought to be enough for anybody".
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Slide (modified) courtesy of Prof. Benny Chor

Basic Model of a Digital Image
•

A digital image is typically encoded as a n-by-m rectangle, or
matrix, M, of either grey-level or color values.

m columns
x
pixel
(0,0)

pixel
(0,m-1)

.

y

.
.

n rows
6

pixel
(n-1,0)

n x m matrix
pixel
(x,y)

Video
• A 2D image is encoded as a n-by-m matrix M
• For videos (movies), there is a third dimension, "time". For each
point t sampled in time, the frame at time t is nothing but a
"regular" image.
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RGB format
• Each element M[x, y] of the image is called a pixel,
shorthand for picture element.
• For grey level images, M[x, y] is a non negative real
number, representing the light intensity at the pixel.
• For standard (RGB) color images, M[x, y] is a triplet of
values, representing the red, green, and blue components
of the light intensity at the pixel.

(images from Wikipedia)
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Grey Level format
• For the sake of simplicity, the remainder of this presentation
will deal with grey scale images only. However, what we will do
is applicable to color images as well.
• Real numbers expressing grey levels have to be discretized in
order to enable their representation on bounded precision
digital devices.
• A good quality photograph (that is, good by human visual
inspection) has 256 grey-level values (8 bits) per pixel.
• The value 0 represents black, while 255 represents white. For
each pixel, the closer its value is to 0, the blacker it is. So 128 is
a “perfect” grey.
• We remark that in some applications, such as medical imaging,
4096 grey levels (12 bits) are used.
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Grey Level format - example
• 8 bits per pixel (28=256 gray levels): 0 = black, 255 = white
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Bit Depth
• Number of bits per pixel.

Image from:
http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/

• A human observer is able to discriminate between at most a
few hundreds shades of gray in optimal conditions (some
estimations are lower, depending also on the background,
distance from the image etc.).
• Higher bit depths images are sometimes aimed for an
automated analysis by a computer.

BW / Grayscale / RGB - summary
• B&W / gray-level / RGB

B&W
(1 bpp)

256 gray level image
(8 bpp)

"true color" image
(8+8+8 = 24 bpp)
Images from: http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/~wongt/matlab.html
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Resolution and Pixel Physical Size
• Resolution is the capability of the sensor to observe or measure
the smallest object clearly with distinct boundaries.
• Resolution depends upon the physical size of a pixel.
Higher resolution = lower pixel size.

Increasing resolution
Source: wikipedia
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Some Technicalities
• class Matrix
• working with "real" images using the external package PILLOW
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The Class Matrix
• Please welcome our home-made class Matrix.
• We will briefly go over its main functionalities
• It is implemented as a list of lists:
class Matrix:
def __init__(self, n, m, val=0):
assert n > 0 and m > 0
self.rows = [[val]*m for i in range(n)]
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The Class Matrix (2)
class Matrix:
…
def dim(self):
return len(self.rows), len(self.rows[0])

def __repr__(self):
if len(self.rows)>10 or len(self.rows[0])>10:
return "Matrix too large, specify submatrix"
return "<Matrix {}>".format(self.rows)

def __eq__(self, other):
return isinstance(other, Matrix) and \
self.rows == other.rows
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Calls __eq__ of class list

The Class Matrix (3)
• Additional methods (we will only show how to use them):
 copy
 Arithmetical operations, e.g. mat1 + mat2
 __getitem__ : receives a tuple (i,j)
 __setitem__ : receives a tuple (i,j) and val
i and j can be both integers or both slices
 display: shows the image represented by a matrix, uses the
Python standard (no installation needed) package tkinter
 save and load: enable storing and reading images from files
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class Matrix - item access and assignment
>>>
>>>
0
>>>
>>>
45

m = Matrix(10, 10)
m[4,5]

# 10x10 matrix of zeros
# same as m.__getitem__((4,5))

m[4,5] = 45
m[4,5]

# same as m.__setitem__((4,5),45)

Note: the code in the matrix.py file contains an additional feature:
accessing and assignment of a whole slice.
>>> m[3:5, 4:8]
# here i and j are both slices
<Matrix [[0 , 0, 0, 0], [0, 45, 0, 0]] >
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class Matrix - Indexing
# cell/sub-matrix access/assignment
####################################
def __getitem__(self, ij):
#ij is a tuple (i,j). Allows m[i,j] instead m[i][j]
i,j = ij
if isinstance(i, int) and isinstance(j, int):
return self.rows[i][j]
elif isinstance(i, slice) and isinstance(j, slice):
M = Matrix(1,1) # to be overwritten
M.rows = [row[j] for row in self.rows[i]]
return M
else:
return NotImplemented
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def __setitem__(self, ij, val):
#ij is a tuple (i,j). Allows m[i,j] instead m[i][j]
i,j = ij
if isinstance(i,int) and isinstance(j,int):
assert isinstance(val, (int, float, complex))
self.rows[i][j] = val
elif isinstance(i,slice) and isinstance(j,slice):
assert isinstance(val, Matrix)
n,m = val.dim()
s_rows = self.rows[i]
assert len(s_rows) == n and len(s_rows[0][j]) == m
for s_row, v_row in zip(s_rows,val.rows):
s_row[j] = v_row
else:
return NotImplemented
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display
n = 500
m = 500
mat = Matrix(n,m)
for i in range(n):
for j in range(m):
mat[i,j] = random.randint(0,255)
>>> mat
Matrix too large, specify submatrix
>>> mat[3:5, 4:8]
<Matrix [[216, 213, 114, 208], [2, 4, 245, 149]]>
>>> mat.display()
>>> mat.display(zoom=2)

Note: You do NOT need to understand the display method
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save to and load from file
>>> mat.save("./rand_image.bitmap")

A new file rand_image.bitmap will be created.
Although we gave it the extension .bitmap, this is merely a text file:
rand_image.bitmap
500 500
230 168 178 213 28 159 121 …
222 133 165 152 8 236 188 …
51 152 152 93 120 117 208 …
…

>>> mat2 = Matrix.load("./rand_image.bitmap")

Note: You do NOT need to understand the load and save methods
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from "real" image formats to .bitmap
• we provide a way to work with "real" images in known formats such as jpg,
bmp, tif etc.
• The file format_conversion.py contains the transformation in both directions.
• To have it work, you first need to install an external Python package called
PILLOW – Python Imaging Library, from: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Pillow
>>> image2bitmap("./an_image.jpg") #creates an_image.bitmap
>>> bitmap2image("./an_image.bitmap") #vice versa

Note: You do NOT need to understand the image2bitmap and bitmap2image
methods
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And now for some more interesting stuff
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def black_square(mat):
''' add a black square at upper left corner '''
n,m = mat.dim()
if n<100 or m<100:
return None
else:
new = mat.copy()
for i in range (100):
for j in range (100):
new[i,j] = 0
return new

>>> black_square(mat).display()
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def three_squares(mat):
''' add a black square at upper left corner, grey at
middle, and white at lower right corner'''
n,m = mat.dim()
if n<500 or m<500:
return None
else:
new = mat.copy()
for i in range (100):
for j in range (100):
new[i,j] = 0 # black square
for i in range (200,300):
for j in range (200,300):
new[i,j] = 128 # grey square
for i in range (400,500):
for j in range (400,500):
new[i,j ]= 255 # white square
return new
>>> three_squares(mat).display()
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Simple Synthetic Images: Lines and More
def horizontal():
horizontal_lines = Matrix(512,512)
for i in range(512):
if i%10 == 0:
for j in range(512):
horizontal_lines[i,j] = 255
return horizontal_lines

>>> im = horizontal()
>>> im.display(zoom=2)
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Displaying Synthetic Images: Lines and More
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Simple Synthetic Images: Diagonal Lines
def diagonals(c=1):
surprise = Matrix(512,512)
for i in range(512):
for j in range(512):
surprise[i,j] = (c*(i+j)) % 256
return surprise

>>> im = diagonals ()
>>> im.display ()
compare to:
>>> im = diagonals(c=3)
>>> im.display ()
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Simple Synthetic Images:
Product and Circles
def product(c=1):
surprise = Matrix(512,512)
for i in range(512):
for j in range(512):
surprise[i,j] = (c*(i*j))% 256
return surprise

>>> im = product()
>>> im.display()
compare to:
>>> im = product(c=2)
>>> im.display()
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Simple Synthetic Images:
Product and Circles

def circles(c=1):
surprise = Matrix(512,512)
for i in range(512):
for j in range(512):
surprise[i,j] = (c * (i**2 + j**2))% 256
return surprise

>>> im = circles()
>>> im.display()
compare to:
>>> im = circles(c=2)
>>> im.display()
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Simple Synthetic Images:
high order function
def synthetic(n, m, func):
""" produces a synthetic image "upon request" """
new = Matrix(n,m)
for i in range(n):
for j in range(m):
new[i,j] = func(i,j)%256
return new
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Simple Synthetic Images: Miscellaneous
>>> a = synthetic(512, 512, lambda x,y: random.randint(0,255))
>>> a.display ()

>>> b = synthetic(512, 512, lambda x,y: \
math.sin(16*(x**2 + y**2)))
>>> b. display()

>>> c = synthetic(512, 512, lambda x,y: \
100*math.sin(32*cmath.phase(complex(x, y))))
>>> c. display ()

We urge you to try these (and other) functions by yourself.
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Tiling images: join horizontally
def join_h(mat1, mat2):
""" joins 2 mats, side by side with some separation """
n1,m1 = mat1.dim()
n2,m2 = mat2.dim()
m = m1+m2+10
n = max(n1,n2)
new = Matrix(n, m, val=255) # fill new matrix white
new[:n1,:m1] = mat1
new[:n2,m1+10:m] = mat2
return new
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Tiling images: join vertically
def join_v(mat1, mat2):
""" joins 2 mats, vertically with some separation """
n1,m1 = mat1.dim()
n2,m2 = mat2.dim()
n = n1+n2+10
m = max(m1,m2)
new = Matrix(n, m, val=255) # fill new matrix white
new[:n1,:m1] = mat1
new[n1+10:n,:m2] = mat2
return new
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Tiling multiple images
def join(*mats, direction):
''' *mats enables a variable number of parameters.
direction is either 'h' or 'v',
for horizontal or vertical join, respectively '''
func = join_v if direction == 'v' else join_h
res = mats[0] #first matrix parameter
for mat in mats[1:]:
res = func(res, mat)
return res

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
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a = circles()
b = product()
c = diagonals()
abc = join(a,b,c,direction='h')
abc.display()

Next: Digital Image Processing
Image processing is any form of signal processing for which the
input is an image, such as a photograph or video frame; the output
of image processing may be either an image or a set of
characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most imageprocessing techniques involve treating the image as a twodimensional signal and applying standard signal-processing
techniques to it .

(text and figure taken
from Wikipedia).
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Digital Image Processing
• Signal processing for which the input is an image
• Common problems:
• Noise reduction (denoising) - removing noise from an image.
• Segmentation - partitioning a digital image into segments (e.g. identify the
boundaries of cells in a multi-cell image)
• Tracking - relate objects in subsequent frames of a film
• Edge detection – detecting discontinuities in the image
• Registration - transforming different images into one coordinate system (e.g.
minor shifts in the camera position in subsequent frames
• Color correction.

• Typical applications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine vision
Medical / biological image analysis
Face detection
Object recognition
Augmented reality
…
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